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Colonial Policies on Remittances from Malaya and Singapore to China
Just Before and After the Second World War

LEE Kam Hing, CHEONG Kee Cheok, LEE Poh Ping
University of Malaya

Abstract

This paper provides an account of British policies regarding qiaopi in the period immediately before and after the Second World War. These policies reflected conflicting interests among different parts of the British colonial government. These interests centered broadly around protecting British interests and supporting ally China (before the war) and returning to normality (after the war). Remittances were at the heart of British policies. Channeling these within the Sterling area served the first objective while permitting the continuation of remittance flows to China even as war loomed served the second. After the war efforts to restore normality to the situation were hampered by wartime legislation, made worse by lack of preparedness for the possibility that Singapore might fall to the Japanese. Nevertheless, normality did return and remittances were flowing again with the onset of the Korean War in 1951. This proved to be the last hurrah for qiaopi as the era drew to a close.
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The Operating Modes of Overseas Chinese’s Remittance & Mail Adopted by Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation and the Impact on Overseas Chinese Postal Agencies

LIU Bozi
Museum of Quanzhou Overseas Chinese History, Fujian, China

Abstract

A study of 320 overseas Chinese’s remittances & mails (Qiaopi) letters reveals that Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Ltd. (OCBC) had conducted the management of Qiaopi since 1930s, whose business covered financial transfers for Overseas Chinese postal agencies, and had formed its own business concept during the operation practice.

Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Ltd. had provided services, similar to that of Overseas Chinese postal agencies, for overseas Chinese and their relatives at hometown, which had adjusted to their sending habits and models. By adopting the operating modes of Overseas Chinese postal agencies, OCBC had also conducted cooperation with the latter.

During the first half of the 20th century, Overseas Chinese postal agencies had set up a thorough operating network covering the Southeast Asia, Fujian and Guangdong provinces. And OCBC had established branches in Singapore, Penang, Rangoon, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Amoy and Shantou to form an operating network.

The business network of overseas Chinese postal agencies and OCBC were closely related to each other but they also advanced their own specialized professional work. Along with the expansion of the volume of business, OCBC had set up organizations, overlapping with the business of Overseas Chinese postal agencies, to conduct the management of Qiaopi so as to improve the corresponding circulating efficiency in major commercial ports in Southeast Asia. The vision and market sense of OCBC, as a cross border bank, had made it easy for OCBC to expand business scope and advance the development of overseas Chinese postal agencies into a modern enterprise as well as promoting the cash flow between Southeast Asia and China and the transferring process of financial resources in overseas Chinese postal agencies.

About the Author
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Letters from Southeast Asia:
Links between Chinese Overseas and Left-behind Family Members across the South China Sea in the First Half of the Twentieth Century

SHEN Huifen
Research School for Southeast Asian Studies/
Faculty of International Relations Xiamen University, Xiamen, China

Abstract

In around one hundred years between the mid-nineteenth century and the mid-twentieth century, thousands of Chinese men migrated and worked in countries in the Nanyang (which refers roughly to the region today known as Southeast Asia), leaving family members behind in their hometowns in southern China. In the migration process, migrants often remitted money with letters (qiaopi) to their home family members. Basing on remittance letters from two migrants who worked in Singapore and Manila, the Philippines, and letters to the emigrants from their relatives or friends in the late Qing period and the Republican era, as well as the author’s fieldwork in Fujian, this article shows that connection through remittance letters was a significant channel for individual migrants and home relatives to maintain family, material, emotional and cultural links between each other. Meanwhile, qiaopi often revealed a migrant’s love, longing, expectation, or worries towards family members. Some letters directly transferred emigrants’ values and attitudes on topics relate to personal life of themselves and their left-behinds, concerning family, gender roles, and aspiration for a better life. Thus, the rich contents of remittance letters show the movement of feelings and individual ideas across the South China Sea, demonstrating life history of individual migrants and their inner world, which were largely ignored in the study of Chinese overseas. In short, qiaopi reflect the complex experiences, happiness, sadness, or struggling of the migrant families whose members were separated by long-term and long-distance migration, and provide new source for the studies of Chinese overseas and transnational migration studies.
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Enterprising Chinese Australians and Rethinking the Qiaopi Industry: 
The Case of the Wing Sang and Co. in the First Half of 20th Century

KUO Mei-Fen
School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, University of Queensland

Abstract

The network approach has been employed in Qiaopi and Yinxin project to explain how economic behaviours had constructed and reconstructed locally and internationally with social associations. This paper advances the same issue of Chinese remittance network but asks how the world economy functionally influenced the Chinese approach for organizing remittance business? By analysing newspapers, personal letters, company records and national archives this paper focuses on the Chinese Australian firm, Wing Sang Co. to show how we could research the Chinese Australian remittance industry when no actual remittance documents survived. The development of Wing Sang and Co. from 1890 to 1916 was important to show the remittance industry in the history of enterprising Chinese Australia. This paper examines how Chinese Australian merchants adapted the ‘rules of game’ of Pacific trade to meet the needs of their business. It is argued that Chinese Australian remittance network had devolved to the innovation of enterprises as well as new model of networking for Chinese Australian merchants.
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Serving the National Interest:
The Qiaopi Industry, the Chinese Post Office, and the Transnationalization of the State, 1937-1945

HARRIS, Lane Jeremy
History Department, Furman University

Abstract

The exigencies of war transformed the nature of the relationship between the Chinese Post Office and the Qiaopi industry. After more than a decade of conflict in which the Qiaopiju and their trade associations had successfully resisted Post Office attempts to close down their industry for violating the state postal monopoly, the wartime years saw the Post Office shift to a new, more complicated strategy to try to capture the overseas Chinese remittance business.

In the initial months after the outbreak of the war, the government actively encouraged the Qiaopiju industry to continue importing much needed foreign currency through remittances. The Japanese invasion of Southeast Asia, followed by the occupation of the southeastern ports in China in 1938 and 1939, however, temporarily crippled the industry and provided the National Government and Chinese Post Office with their opportunity. While the overseas Chinese remittance firms fought to sustain their businesses by moving inland, developing overland smuggling routes from Southeast Asia, and cooperating with provincial banks, the Post Office began a multifront strategy of its own. In public comments and government reports, the Post Office derided the Qiaopiju firms for exploiting their fellow countrymen by making capitalist profits on remittances during a time of national emergency while suggesting the state-run Post Office wanted the profits to financially strengthen the state. At the same time, the Post Office began to copy many of the features of the Qiaopi industry by developing its own network of domestic distribution centers (分發局) across the southeast, hired and trained a special staff of remittance workers (僑匯業務員), and signed agency contracts with international banks around the world to collect the remittances. Although international law, Chinese Post Office regulations, and conventions of the Universal Postal Union all prohibited the existence of a state-run transnational remittance network, the Chinese Post Office carefully skirted these legal issues and began operating outside its national borders in the late 1930s. In attempting to serve the national interest, the Post Office had done something quite original, it had partially transnationalized the Chinese state in its efforts to attract overseas remittances.

Although the Chinese Post Office’s transnational remittance network saw modest success in the early years of the war, my presentation will conclude by tracing its gradual decline and final demise as wartime and postwar inflation undermined its profitability, government restrictions on outward remittances in Southeast Asia depleted its source of remittances, and the Qiaopi industry’s shift to the black market destroyed what few remaining advantages the Post Office enjoyed.
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The Credit Evolution of Qiaopi Industry
-----Taking Tienit (Tianyi Ju) as a case

JIA Junying
Institute of Modern Chinese History, Central China Normal University

Abstract

Due to the role of overseas Chinese regional culture and immigration networks, the development process of Qiaopi Industry appeared from the traditional credit to the modern credit. Tianyi Ju from the year of 1880 to 1929, is a fairly representative of Qiaopi Industry in China and Southeast Asia, its emergence, development and termination are the epitome of Qiaopi Industry. At the beginning, Tianyi Ju is based on traditional credit, which mainly about individuals and relations, but with the expansion of overseas remittance network, traditional credit have been unable to prop up the larger and wider business, then System credit, Organization credit, national credit gradually produced. Qiaopi Industry based on Chinese traditional culture and regional characteristics. The tradition and modern cannot be completely separated in the process of credit evolution, they jointly work together, in the normal development and crisis management.

Keyword: Qiaopi Industry; Tianyi Ju; credit; tradition; modern
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Sex Scandals, Golden Mountain Wives and the Female Characters of Siyi Qiaoxiang: 
A Study Focused on Family Letters of the Overseas Chinese in the Republic Era

LIU Jin
Guangdong Qiaoxiang Cultural Research Center, Wu Yi University

Abstract

Siyi（四邑） region, including four counties of Toisan, Xinhui, Kaiping and Enping, has come to become a famous Chinese original hometown of the American overseas Chinese since the modern times of China, especially with Toisan as the typical one for the overseas Chinese in North America. Most the overseas Chinese emigrants were young males and they mainly kept the economic and emotional connection with their family by way of “Qiaopi” (“Yinxin” called in Siyi region). The Qiaopi is very rich in its content, including the attitudes of the males to the females and marriage. Just for the privacy and facticity possessed in these letters, it will be of great academic importance to take a detailed study on the gender relationship revealed from them.

There used to be lots of sex scandals on the newspapers of Siyi region during the Republic era, such as adulteries and secret absconding from marriage, which, however, were seldom found in the family letters from the overseas Chinese. Based on the supporting data of some family letters, this paper, by restoring a real case of sex scandal in 1939 and its impact on both the original hometowns and the host country of the overseas Chinese, is to explore the real life, families and social status of the Siyi women during that period of time.

About the Author
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**Qiaopi and Politics**

Liu Hong  
*Nanyang Technological University*

Gregor BENTON  
*Cardiff University*

Zhang Huimei  
*Nanyang Technological University*

**Abstract**

This paper looks from various angles at the relationship between qiaopi and politics. These include the political impact of qiaopi and the qiaopi trade on local power relations, regional politics, Chinatown politics, and China's national politics. The paper explores the relationship between postal and print culture and the significance of these two concepts for qiaopi studies. It concludes that the political culture associated with the qiaopi phenomenon differed in vital respects from that posited by existing studies on the relationship between post and print on the one hand and politics on the other.
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Survival of Overseas Chinese Company among Empires and Wars: Eu Yan Sang company and Remittance Business Network during the Wartime Period, 1937~1945

KIM Jong Ho
Department of History, National University of Singapore

Abstract

In the mid-twentieth century, many Chinese entrepreneurs both of mainland China and Southeast Asia had been experiencing harsh circumstances due to the continuous wars such as Anti-Japanese war and Asian Pacific war. As conflicts among empires like Britain, Japan, and China reached at peak, Chinese companies, which had a network between Southeast Asia and South China, had to adapt and survive under those tensions. In the wartime period from 1937 to 1945, especially, because those Chinese companies had faced frequent changes of external environments such as British colonial rule, Japanese threats, and Japanese occupation, they had to react rapidly to those external changes. These reactions, survivals, and adaptations of Chinese company are the main argument of this research.

Eu Yan Sang, which is the famous traditional medicine company in Southeast Asia and South China recently, has covered various kinds of businesses such as tin mining, Chinese traditional medicine retail shops, banking, overseas Chinese remittances and so on from the late nineteenth century. Among them, the most profitable business in the early and the mid twentieth century was overseas Chinese remittance even though the starting business of Eu Yan Sang was tin mining and the current main business is traditional medicine retail shop. After the movement of its main office from Singapore to Hong Kong to improve the remittance business at 1928, Eu Yan Sang constructed its remittance network using branches in Southeast Asia (Singapore, Penang, Kuala Lumpur, Seremban, Perak, Kampar, Gopeng) and Guangdong province (Guangzhou) as well as the main office in Hong Kong.

The overseas Chinese remittance network organized by Eu Yan Sang had not been influenced not so much even during the Anti-Japanese war, 1937-1941. However, the Asian Pacific war and the consequent colonization of Japanese empire to Southern China and Southeast Asia gave them totally different commercial circumstances. Due to the monetary policies of Japanese empire, Eu Yan Sang lost every business opportunities regarding international commercial activities. It meant that they could not conduct the remittance network anymore, which was the most profitable area of whole Eu Yan Sang’s commercial aid. Under this changeable environment during wartime period, how Eu Yan Sang company could survive is another argument of this research as a case study to reveal the reactions, survivals, and adaptations of Chinese entrepreneurs.

As a part of Ph.D. thesis, this paper will investigate the structure of Eu Yan Sang remittance network from 1937 to 1945 using Eu Yan Sang Accounting books and Business Records kept at National Archives of Singapore and Special Collection of Hong Kong University Library. At the same time, the general structure of overseas Chinese remittance network and the characteristics of Japanese colonial monetary policies in this period will be also presented as a background.

About the Author

Migration, Home Remittance, and Emergence of Financial Market between
Southeast Asia And South China in 19th Century

Takeshi HAMASHITA
Sun Yat-sen University

Abstract

Throughout the history of Southeast Asia there have been a large number of Chinese immigrants, particularly from the provinces on the southeast coast including Guangdong, Fujian, and Hainan. Most were men who left families behind in China to work as labourers. Some of them became entrepreneurs through establishing commercial firms and investing in rubber manufacturing, tin mining, and rice processing. The overseas Chinese kept close contact with their families sending letters and money home through remitting houses (信局 xin ju).

Remitting houses dispersed throughout the South Seas area, specialized in money exchange and postal communications between emigrants in the region and their home villages with agents handled business for those from their own home villages. They not only transmitted small amounts of money but also wrote letters for the workers, thus providing a valuable service. Xin ju maintained close ties with money exchangers, the primary financial agents of the large cities in South China, who cashed remittances dispatched by bank transfers. Once the official postal system was established, their numbers decreased somewhat, although their services remained important for the very small-scale transfers of the labourers.

Groups of rich Chinese traders combined the remittance business with their other businesses such as trade of rice, rubber cultivation, and finance. Their inter-regional trading activities made it convenient for the customers to deliver the bills to China. These were the men who would later develop their business into the modern banking business in Singapore. They utilized money for remittance as a fund of investment for their trading activities instead of sending it directly to Hong Kong and South China. They had networks which consisted of themselves, their relatives, and their partners in Singapore, Hong Kong, and South China, all of whom were combined and connected their business either by joint investment (合股 he gu) and/or mutually investing network (联号 lian hao).

This paper will thus focus on industry of remitting houses and its surrounding businesses from institutional and networks' frameworks connecting both sides of Southeast Asia and South China.
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Remittance and Banking Networks of Chungshan Merchant Groups

LAI Chi Kong
School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, University of Queensland

Abstract

Remittance activities were an important business for overseas Chinese. When the Overseas Chinese remitted their money, the first important remitting port was Hong Kong, from there they would remit the money back to their hometown, such as Shih-chi in Chungsahn County. If the remittance amount was very large they sent a member to deliver the money personally. In China at that time the remitters mainly used correspondence to settle their accounts. Someone would bring a letter from the money exchange shop and the transaction could settled later. If merchants wanted to buy products from Canton he could deposit funds to the money shop in Shih-chi. Then they could bring a letter or a draft from the money shops to their creditors. After the transaction they could settle their account with the money shop.

In the late nineteenth and early 20th centuries, many overseas Chung Shanese from Shih-chi remitted back money to their relatives every year. Shih-chi became one of the major remitting centres in the region. They first remitted their money to Hong Kong's Chin-shan-chuang and then sent it on to the money exchange shops in Shih-chi. Family members would pick up from these money shops to get their money. In 1910, the Wing On remittance firm established a financial branch in the capital of Hsiang Shan for remittances. They appointed Kuo Yin as an administrator to manage the remittance business in Chung Shan. The Sincere Company also established a remittance branch in Chung Shan County and the first manager was Huang Nan. This branch operated mortgages, savings accounts and insurance business and attracted more savings and capital for the purpose of further investment. These firms linked up with Chung shanese networks in San Francisco, Honolulu, Singapore and major cities in Australia. These two companies used their remittance firms to attract capital for their investments in their department stores. They built on their existing transnational networks to solicit investors. This remittance business was very important in the development of commercial enterprises. Most of these firms were in the informal sector. These were flexible, and provided capital for the department stores to expand their business. Most of the Wing On company’s capital came from the remittances of Australian Chinese.

The Chung Shan merchants' financial network case study illustrates the crucial relationships among remitting firms, department stores, banking business networks, with their strategical planning on expansion and capital formation. Using informal financial networks was a common feature of Chung Shanese transnational business strategy and was a principal reason for the business success of these merchant groups.
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New Thoughts on the Research into Qiaopi

KUA Bak Lim

Abstract

The history of Qiaopi (侨批) in the lives of the overseas Chinese and their hometowns had existed for at least 150 years. Under normal circumstances, the Qiaopi process is divided into two parts. Part I were remittances sent to the family hometowns in China (批款), while Part II were the acknowledgements from families back home （回批）

Due to their uniqueness, Qiaopi were recognized and included in the Memory of the World Register of United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) on 19 June 2013. Qiaopi has now been designated as a world heritage.

This paper highlights the importance of Qiaopi in the study of overseas Chinese history, and at the same time to further explore the need to inject new thoughts on the research into Qiaopi.
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